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As both a medical and procedural dermatologist, Dr. Baron's focus is treatment and reversal of
skin and collagen damage stemming from overexposure to the sun. Last fall, she was invited to
present her educational lecture to Stanford University Family Practice residents and other
doctors and nurses at O'Connor Hospital in San Jose. Her presentation, entitled "UV-A's, B's,
and C's," provided a specialist's perspective on effective protection from and cosequences of
too much ultraviolet sun radiation.

--

Hospitals are interested in keeping their staff informed on the latest clincal and research-based
facts on sun-related health risks. Dr. Baron was more than happy to provide a free training
seminar based on her experience and education as a dermatologist. She says local educational
seminars like these keep the community informed about the dangers of the sun so we can all
enjoy California's beautiful outdoors safely throughout the entirety of our lives.{pullquote}...local
educational seminars like these keep the community informed about the dangers of the sun so
we can all enjoy California's beautiful outdoors safely through- out the entirety of our
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lives.{/pullquote}

By the time the one-hour lecture was over, the room had filled up, to the point our photographer
gave up his seat and others were left standing. Many questions were asked and the audience
had a genuine sense of enthusiasm and interest on the topic. After the event, Dr. Baron
concluded "Overall the presentation was a great success, and look forward to the next one."
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